
What is happening in Geography at Leopold this week? 
 

 

  

  

 

In Key Stage 2, we have been keeping up with the 

largest world leaders’ convention ever held in the 

UK – The COP26. It is currently taking place in 

Glasgow, Scotland, with 200 representatives from 

all over the world discussing climate change and 

solutions to the problem which affects all of us.  

Years 3 and 4 have been using digital 3D scenes to explore 

countries in Europe and the climate zones around the world. 

The digital maps are fully manipulatable, allowing children 

to rotate, zoom in and out of areas of interest.  

Reception pupils have been learning how to use a globe.  

They have been using a giant inflatable one outdoors and a 

stand one in the classroom to identify what the colours 

mean and what our world looks like. Young geographers at 

work! 

 

Year 5 have been learning about sustainability and 

practices of people and companies that are 

sustainable and unsustainable. These skills will 

prepare them for life in the ever-changing society 

that is increasingly concerned for our environment 

and how we treat our planet 

Earth. 



What’s to come? 

 
 

Reception and Year 1 children will be learning outside 

the four walls of the classroom in around the school 

fieldwork. They will identify natural and human-made 

features of the local environment and to use 

geographical vocabulary to give and take directions. 

Year 6 will be heading off to Stanmore Country 

Park to do fieldwork. They will be mapping and 

following routes around the park based on a map 

and practising orienteering.   

Year 2 will be doing fieldwork in a Wetlands Centre. 

They will be exploring natural features, habitats and 

studying how natural objects are protected in modern 

day busy cities. 

Useful links: 
 

COP26 - Together for our Planet 

Geography Games 

Nat Geo Kids 

Ducksters Geography Games 

Fun Map Quiz Games  

 

 

COP26%20-%20Together%20for%20our%20Planet
Geography%20Games
Nat%20Geo%20Kids
Ducksters%20Geography%20Games
Fun%20Map%20Quiz%20Games

